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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
September 17, 2022      
 
SAHITH THEEGALA  ( -9) 
 
 
Q.  Sahith, 1 under par today, but still only 3 back. If we can just get some comments 
on your round.   
 
SAHITH THEEGALA:  Yeah, I think it's safe to say I'm probably further than 3 back because 
the last three holes are probably the easiest holes on the course. But yeah, didn't really play 
well today, but scored it pretty well, I thought. Was definitely good to get a couple on the 
back nine there, kind of steady the ship a little bit. Yeah, just really didn't have any looks till 
the back nine and then I had some looks on the back and didn't really capitalize on any of 
them, but it was nice to get one on 17. Yeah, it's just nice to be in California. 
 
Q.  Got a little windier toward the end of your round. Talk a little bit about the 
conditions and then also what you're expecting tomorrow. It could be a rough day 
weather-wise.  
 
SAHITH THEEGALA:  Yeah, it definitely got windy out there, it was tough. It was so firm, 
too, that, balls were going -- like it was really hard to like stop it in the fairway. I feel like 
anything in the 60s is a really good round today, a couple low ones early, which makes a lot 
of sense because it’s definitely gettable because it's playing short, but if you put yourself in 
the wrong spots, it's really tough. I think with the weather tomorrow it should soften up the 
greens a little bit, but I think they're so baked out already that they'll kind of just skip for a bit. 
It will be fun tomorrow, I love bad conditions.  
 
Q.  Haven't heard you talk about it, if you had I apologize, new pre-shot routine, looks 
like you're bending over, stretching out a little bit. What are you working on there?  
 
SAHITH THEEGALA:  Yeah, not working on anything, it was just kind of a feeling I 
developed. It was just to get my head a little bit lower and my lower body in a better posture. 
I have a tendency of kind of standing up on it and kind of slashing over it. Yeah, just kind of 
a feel. I kind of had a little practice session and I kind of kept with it. I don't even know when 
I do it on the golf course, it's just kind of like a tic almost.  
 
Q.  And last one a little, more big picture. Obviously we know about everything you 
went through last year, all the experience you had coming into the first event of your 
sophomore season, just explain how you feel different from last year.  
 
SAHITH THEEGALA:  Yeah, it's cool because I was wondering how I would feel. I still have 
a little bit of the -- a little nerves, not nearly as much as last year. But yeah, there's definitely 
a little more comfort level and just like know every week I feel more and more comfortable. 
And I don't know if I'll ever be 100 percent, but still every tournament I play I've been more 
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comfortable. And I know the game is trending in the right direction, so I'm not worried about 
that part, just keeping everything else today, keeping a steady head. Yeah, it's just so nice to 
be in California, it feels like a home game. And the grasses, they're very familiar to me, so 
just all that makes you feel pretty comfortable.  
 


